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Vivet Therapeutics’ Cookie Policy 
 

Our cookie policy provides information about the cookies on our website, their purpose and how to 
manage them. When visiting the website for the first time, we recommend that you read this policy 
carefully. 

 

1. General information about the cookies on Vivet Therapeutics’ website 

Vivet Therapeutics SAS (“Vivet”), as editor of this website, may place a cookie on the hard disk of your 
device (computer, tablet, mobile, etc.) to ensure optimal functioning of the website.  Cookies are small 
text files which enable us to recognize your computer, tablet, or other mobile device.  The data 
collected by cookies does not allow us to identify you individually. It is used with the sole aim of 
ensuring the smooth operation and performance of our website. No data is communicated to third 
parties unless Vivet has obtained your prior consent, or unless such disclosure is required by law, by 
court order, or by any authorized administrative or judicial authority.  To help you understand what 
data is identified by the cookies, see below for a list of the different types of cookies which may be 
used on the Vivet website; their name, their purpose, and how long they are kept.  

Cookies are stored for a period of 13 months and then automatically erased/destroyed. You also have 
the possibility at any time on your internet browser to manually suppress all types of cookies. 

 

2. Types of cookies used by Vivet Therapeutics’ website 

Below is the list all cookies used by our website: 

Name Category of cookies Function 
wordpress_test_cookie Strictly necessary Cookie set by WordPress (web content 

management system) to check if the user's 
browser supports cookies 

wfwaf-authcookie-* Strictly necessary Cookie used by Wordfence (WordPress 
security plugin), to determine if the user is 
logged in 

wordpress_logged_in_* Strictly necessary Session cookie for logged in users 
wordpress_sec_* Strictly necessary Provides hacker protection to store account 

details 
wp-settings-[UID] Strictly necessary Cookie used to check if your web browser is 

configured to allow or refuse cookies 
wp-settings-time-[UID] Strictly necessary Cookie used to personalize the display of 

your administration interface and the 
interface of the website 

Recaptcha Performance Cookie used for the contact form / can be 
disabled by the user 

Google Maps Performance Cookie used for the correct functioning of 
the Google map locating Vivet offices / can 
be disabled by the user 
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Cookies exempt from consent – strictly necessary cookies 

In accordance with the recommendations of the French National Commission for Information 
Technology and Civil Liberties (Commission Nationale de l’Informatique et des Libertés, CNIL), certain 
cookies are exempt from prior consent if they are strictly necessary for the functioning of the website, 
or are solely intended to enable or facilitate electronic communication. This mainly applies to session 
ID and authentification (detection of connection errors, identification of connection points, etc.) 
cookies. These cookies are necessary for the website to function and cannot be switched off. 

 

Cookies requiring your prior consent – performance cookies 

This concerns performance cookies placed by Vivet as publisher of this website. These are cookies used 
for the functioning of the Google map locating Vivet’s offices and cookies used for the functioning of 
the contact form.   

 

3. Setting your cookie preferences 

You can accept or refuse performance cookies at any time. 

When you  visit the Vivet website, a banner giving brief information about the installation of cookies 
appears at the bottom of your screen.  You are considered to have consented to the use of cookies if 
you click on the “Ok, Accept all” button on the right-hand side of the banner at the bottom of your 
screen. 

Otherwise, you can either click on the “Deny All Performance Cookies” button (all performance cookies 
will be switched off). Or you can click on the “Personalize” button on the bottom of the webpage to 
individually select each cookies category you accept or not. For Vivet’s Therapeutics’ website this is 
limited to 2 categories: Google Maps and reCAPTCHA cookies described in the previous section. 

You have possibility to change this cookies preference at any time during navigation on Vivet’s website 
through a specific button on the bottom left corner on each page linking to the cookie preference 
center. 

Regarding strictly necessary cookies, you have the possibility on your internet browsers to manually 
suppress them at any time. Without these cookies, we would not be able to provide you with services 
like enabling appropriate content based on your type of device during your navigation. 

 

 

Withdrawing or obtaining your consent to cookies 

You can give, withdraw or modify your consent at any time. 


